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Language is often ambiguous.

We all saw her duck under the doorway.
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This is generally because many words have multiple valid 
senses.
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In natural language 
processing, we refer to the 

act of deciding which sense 
to assign to a given word as 
word sense disambiguation.

duck

S: (n) duck (small wild or 
domesticated web-footed 
broad-billed swimming bird 
usually having a depressed 
body and short legs)

S: (v) duck (to move (the head 
or body) quickly downwards or 
away) “Before he could duck, 
another stone struck him”
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http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn?o2=&o0=1&o8=1&o1=1&o7=&o5=&o9=&o6=&o3=&o4=&s=duck&i=0&h=00000000
http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn?o2=&o0=1&o8=1&o1=1&o7=&o5=&o9=&o6=&o3=&o4=&s=duck&i=4&h=00000000


How has word 
sense 

disambiguation 
traditionally 

been 
performed?

•Supervised machine 
learning

Statistical 
approaches

•Dictionary or thesaurus 
lookup

Rule-based 
approaches
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Statistical Approaches to Word Sense 
Disambiguation
■ Basic premise: Given a corpus of words and their contexts, with each word labeled 

with its appropriate sense, learn how to predict the correct sense for new test words 
and their contexts.

She has a pet duck. → duck1

There was a duck in the lake. → duck1

She had to duck underneath the low-hanging beam. → duck2

Quick, duck for cover! → duck2
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Statistical Approaches to Word Sense 
Disambiguation
■ What features are useful for this?

– Collocational features
■ What words are directly before and after the target word?  How about two words 

before and after the target word?  
■ What are the POS tags for those words?  
■ How do those words relate to the target word in a syntactic parse tree?

– Bag of words features
■ What words occur anywhere within a given context window around the target word?
■ How often do they occur within that window?

There was a duck in the lake. She had to duck underneath the low-hanging beam.
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Rule-based Approaches to Word Sense 
Disambiguation
■ Most frequent sense in WordNet or other large dictionary

■ Lesk algorithm
– Select the sense with the most content word overlap between its WordNet entry 

and the test word/context

S: (n) duck (small wild or 
domesticated web-footed 
broad-billed swimming bird 
usually having a depressed 
body and short legs)

S: (v) duck (to move (the head
or body) quickly downwards or 
away) “Before he could duck, 
another stone struck him”

A duck was swimming in the lake. She had to duck her head to avoid 
hitting it on the beam.
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http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn?o2=&o0=1&o8=1&o1=1&o7=&o5=&o9=&o6=&o3=&o4=&s=duck&i=0&h=00000000
http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn?o2=&o0=1&o8=1&o1=1&o7=&o5=&o9=&o6=&o3=&o4=&s=duck&i=4&h=00000000


How can the inclusion of visual 
features be useful for word sense 
disambiguation?
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Images are 
present in 
many 
dialogue 
contexts!

In-person 
conversation

News articles Social media
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If humans are able to take advantage of 
multiple modalities to disambiguate 
language, it makes sense that computers 
could benefit from this as well.
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Earliest Work on Visually-Informed 
Language Disambiguation
■ Barnard, Kobus, and Matthew Johnson. "Word sense disambiguation with 

pictures." Artificial Intelligence 167.1-2 (2005): 13-30.
– Disambiguated nouns using a Bayesian approach that incorporated object 

labels for image regions as part of the context

person

crowd

flag
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Recent work has 
extended joint 
visual/linguistic language 
disambiguation to special 
cases of semantics.

Sugar has recently fallen from grace.

The world is full of very smart people.
https://flic.kr/p/5kAG7
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How is 
language 

disambiguation 
evaluated?

•Accuracy, precision, recall, and 
F1 compared to human labels

Intrinsic Evaluation

•Solution incorporated into one 
or more downstream tasks, 
with performance evaluated 
before and after its inclusion

Extrinsic Evaluation
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Resources
■ Datasets:

– VerSe Dataset: https://github.com/spandanagella/verse
■ Verb sense annotations for images from COCO and TUHOI 

(http://disi.unitn.it/~dle/dataset/TUHOI.html)
– UIUC Image Sense Discrimination Dataset: 

http://vision.cs.uiuc.edu/isd/
■ Images and the search queries used to find them

– Visual Word2Vec: http://satwikkottur.github.io/VisualWord2Vec/
■ Word embeddings that are grounded in contexts from abstract 

scenes
■ Learning Abstract Concepts from Multi-Modal Data, by Felix Hill: 

https://youtu.be/K3PB9I_AYAE
■ (Slides) Multi-Modal Word Synset Induction, by Jesse Thomason and Raymond 

Mooney: 
https://jessethomason.com/personal_site/www/publication_supplements/IJ
CAI2017_slides.pdf
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https://github.com/spandanagella/verse
http://disi.unitn.it/~dle/dataset/TUHOI.html
http://vision.cs.uiuc.edu/isd/
http://satwikkottur.github.io/VisualWord2Vec/
https://youtu.be/K3PB9I_AYAE
https://jessethomason.com/personal_site/www/publication_supplements/IJCAI2017_slides.pdf


Wrapping 
up….

■ Overview of word sense disambiguation
– Statistical approaches
– Rule-based approaches

■ Benefits of including visual features 
when disambiguating language

■ Common evaluation metrics

■ Resources
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